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Abstract

We study the ramifications of increased commitment power for information pro-

vision in an oligopolistic market with search frictions. Although prices are posted

and, therefore, guide search, if firms cannot commit to information provision poli-

cies, there is no active search at equilibrium so consumers visit (and purchase from)

at most one firm. If firms can guide search by both their prices and information poli-

cies, there exists a unique symmetric equilibrium exhibiting price dispersion and ac-

tive search. Nevertheless, when the market is thin, consumers prefer the former case,

which features intense price competition. Firms always prefer the latter.
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1 Introduction

There are many markets in which prices guide search. Before she leaves her home to

go shopping for a car or before she orders a dress online (which she will return if ill-

fitting), a consumer visits a price-comparison website–or compares print advertisements

distributed by various sellers–to see who is offering the best deal. Shopping is costly (both

in terms of time and money) and by gathering information about prices beforehand, the

consumer can search efficiently, without wasted effort.

In addition to being able to set prices, firms often also have significant control over

how much match-value information a consumer’s visit will yield. They can choose whether

to offer test drives, whether to allow consumers to try on clothes, the generosity and flex-

ibility of return policies, and the length (and functionality restrictions) of free trials for

software. Moreover, in many markets, this aspect of search is also advertised by firms.

Just as price-comparison websites allow consumers to compare firms’ price offers, there

exist similar websites that inform consumers about firms’ information provision. There-

fore, consumers know not only the collection of price offers, but also the various infor-

mation policies offered by firms, both of which are valuable in guiding the consumers’

search for a satisfactory product.

By now, it is understood that allowing firms to post prices when information is exoge-

nous, by and large, benefits consumers. Firms value being visited early in a consumer’s

journey–for a position late in a consumer’s search order may mean that the firm is never

even visited–and a low price helps a firm secure an early visit. With exogenous infor-

mation and posted prices, search frictions intensify competition as firms compete in a

quasi-Bertrand manner (Choi, Dai, and Kim (2018)). Furthermore, as established in Au

and Whitmeyer (2023), a partial analog holds for this result when the price is exogenous

and firms compete by posting information. As firms that provide lots of information are

visited earlier by consumers, search frictions can encourage information provision, to the

benefit of consumers.

In the price-competition literature and in Au and Whitmeyer (2023), there is a clear

welfare comparison between the scenarios when prices are posted versus not and when
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information is posted versus not. The posted-price environment benefits the consumers

by directing their search to firms charging lower prices, which in turn forces firms to com-

pete for their visits by cutting prices. Following a similar intuition, in the information-

competition setting, the posted-information environment benefits the consumers. If the

information provision policies are not posted, there is an “informational Diamond para-

dox:” firms provide no useful information and the market breaks down.

Both the price-competition literature and Au and Whitmeyer (2023) fix one instru-

ment (prices or information) and concentrate on firms competing by choosing the other.

In plenty of settings, this is reasonable: certain platforms limit price competition, for in-

stance; and in other markets, firms can control prices but information about their prod-

ucts (at least to a first-order approximation) is exogenous. Nevertheless, there are other

settings in which firms can likely control both. Our goal in this paper is to understand

competition in an oligopolistic environment with search frictions in which firms compete

both by setting prices and flexibly choosing the information a consumer’s visit will reveal.

We stipulate that prices are posted–and, therefore, direct search–but look at both the

setting in which information is also posted and also the scenario in which only prices are.

Our main result is that when the market is thin, consumer welfare is higher when firms

cannot post (and advertise) their information provision. Otherwise, when the market is

thick, consumers prefer that both instruments be advertised. Firms always prefer that

information is posted.

How can this be? When competition is limited to a single instrument, the relationship

is clear: when firms compete to attract consumers, be it through prices or information,

consumers benefit. The key to understanding our result here is that the ability of firms

to post information not only affects the information they provide but also the prices they

set. We show that when firms can only post prices, the “informational Diamond paradox”

persists: firms provide no useful information in any symmetric equilibrium and there is

no search. However, firms still post prices, and the fact that there is no search actually

intensifies the price competition to the maximal level. Standard Bertrand competition

ensues, where the market price is driven down all the way to the firms’ marginal cost.

Thus, in such a market, the consumers enjoy low prices but no information is provided.
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When both instruments are attraction devices, we characterize the unique symmet-

ric equilibrium and show that it involves active search and price dispersion. Moreover,

firms provide full information, which is the polar opposite of what they do in the hidden

information case. This benefits the consumer by allowing her to obtain a better match,

and sooner in her search. If the market is sufficiently thick, price competition is already

intense enough and the consumers prefer the environment with posted information to

that without.

1.1 Related Literature

Although the majority of the consumer search literature assumes that prices do not guide

search and that consumers search randomly, a number of recent papers explore how

things change when consumers’ searches are directed and guided by firms’ price post-

ing. These papers include Armstrong and Zhou (2011), Ding and Zhang (2018), Haan,

Moraga-Gonzalez, and Petrikaitė (2018), and Choi, Dai, and Kim (2018). Of particular

note is Ding and Zhang (2018), who have binary match values and consumer heterogene-

ity (á la Stahl (1989)). Although we do not allow for consumer heterogeneity, we endo-

genize the match value distribution and show that the one proposed in Ding and Zhang

(2018) is the equilibrium outcome even if firms have total freedom over consumers’ (ex-

pected) match value distributions.

The literature on information design in search markets is also related. The closest

paper in this literature is our previous paper, Au and Whitmeyer (2023), in which we

study competitive information provision in a search market but abstract away the price

instrument. He and Li (2023) show that the “informational Diamond paradox” identified

in Au and Whitmeyer (2023) persists even when signals are public, provided consumers

cannot direct their search. Also related is Dogan and Hu (2022), who explore consumer-

optimal information structures in a large-market version of Wolinsky (1986)’s undirected

search setup. Choi, Kim, and Pease (2019) and Lyu (2023) look at pre-visit information

about a seller’s good.

Boleslavsky and Krasteva (2023) also study information provision and pricing in search

markets. Crucially, their environment is one without price comparison websites: follow-
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ing the Wolinsky (1986) paradigm, search is undirected and consumers observe prices

upon visiting firms. They also incorporate the Stahl (1989) setup of having a mix of

zero search-cost “shoppers” and costly searchers, which is needed to stymy the Diamond

paradox. Notably, they obtain full-disclosure only when search costs are very low or high.

Garcia (2018) and Hwang, Kim, and Boleslavsky (2018) also explore an environment in

which firms compete through price setting and information provision, but in a market

absent search frictions. That is, in their papers consumers freely observe every firm’s

price and signal realization.

Sato and Shirakawa (2023a) and Sato and Shirakawa (2023b) both study Bayesian per-

suasion by a planner in a directed search environment. The former characterizes the set

of possible choice probabilities for each sender in the market. The planner in the latter

maximizes a sum of per-visit fees. Ke, Lin, and Lu (2022)’s planner is a platform that

extracts surplus from sellers who vie for prominent positions. Mekonnen, Murra-Anton,

and Pakzad-Hurson (2023) also explore a planner’s problem, but in a large-market undi-

rected search setting. There, the planner endeavors to string a searcher along: it charges

a per-period fee, seeking simultaneously to prolong search and extract rents.

Finally, there has been a recent explosion of papers studying information design by a

planner in oligopolistic markets. One such paper is Elliott, Galeotti, Koh, and Li (2021),

who study the possible market outcomes an information designer can produce. Berge-

mann, Brooks, and Morris (2015), in turn, conduct such an exercise in a market with a

single monopolist. In Elliott, Galeotti, Koh, and Li (2022), the information designer can

also control the matchings of firms with consumers; and in Li (2023) only the matchings

can be controlled (so there is no information design). An important distinction between

these works and ours is that we have multiple strategic (and competing) information de-

signers, who can only control information about their idiosyncratic match values.

2 Model

There are n identical firms supplying horizontally differentiated products, and one repre-

sentative consumer with unit demand. The match values of the firm’s products with the
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consumer are independently and identically distributed random variables, denoted by xi

for firm i, taking values either 0 or 1, with µ ≡ P (1) ∈ (0,1). For simplicity, the marginal

cost of production is 0, and the consumer’s outside option is also 0. The consumer con-

ducts a sequential search for a satisfactory product produced by (at most) one of the n

firms.

Each firm i simultaneously sets a price pi ≥ 0 and chooses a signal. It is standard to

model the chosen signal as a distribution over posterior (expected) values Fi that must

be Bayes-plausible, i.e., EFi [x] = µ and Fi is supported on a subset of [0,1]. Denote the

set of Bayes-plausible distributions over posterior match values by F. The distribution

over posteriors chosen by firm i, Fi , determines the information that the consumer can

acquire upon visiting the firm after incurring a search cost of c ∈ [0,µ). Specifically, after

paying the search cost, the consumer observes the signal realization of the firm and forms

a posterior belief about her match value with its product.

The consumer’s sequential search is directed by available market information. We

focus on two cases. In the first–which we term Hidden Information–firms can only pub-

licly post their prices, but not their information provision policies, at the outset of the

consumer’s search. We make the mild stipulation of “no signaling what you don’t know”

about the consumer’s beliefs: upon seeing a deviation by a firm, the consumer’s belief

about the information provided by other firms is unchanged. With hidden information,

the consumer’s sequential search is guided by the collection of posted prices and the con-

sumer’s conjectures about firms’ information provision. In the second case–which we

term Posted Information–not only the firms’ prices but also their signals (though not

the signal realizations) are posted publicly. Therefore, both the information policies and

prices influence the consumer’s sequential search.

The chosen firm i (if any) receives a payoff of pi , and the others, 0. The consumer

receives (expected) payoff xi −pi −kc if she purchases from some firm i or −kc if she takes

her outside option, where 0 ≤ k ≤ n is the number of firms she visits before her stopping

decision. We also impose that this is search with costless recall: the consumer can return

at no cost to any firm whom she has already visited, in order to purchase its product.
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Moreover, the consumer may not purchase from any theretofore unvisited firm.1

The timing of the game is as follows:

1. Firms simultaneously set prices and choose distributions of the posterior match

values.

2. The consumer observes the collection of prices (and match value distributions, in

the posted information case).

3. The consumer embarks on her search, deciding whom to visit and when to stop.

Firms can play mixed strategies over both prices and signals. If they do, the random-

ization is resolved before the consumer embarks on her search. We adopt the solution

concept of symmetric weak perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium with the aforementioned

“no signaling what you don’t know” specification.

2.1 Simplifying the Consumer’s Search Problem

Our goal is to determine the equilibrium pricing and information provision by the firms.

To this end, we work backward and first describe the consumer’s search behavior, which

pins down each firm’s demand. The seminal result of Weitzman (1979) identifies the

consumer’s optimal behavior. For each distribution Fi and price pi chosen by firm i, we

define the corresponding reservation value, U (Fi ,pi), implicitly as the solution to the

following equation (in U ):

c =
∫ 1

U+pi
(x − pi −U )dFi (x) . (1)

The set of feasible reservation values is

{U (Fi ,pi) : Fi ∈F,pi ≥ 0} =
[
¯
U − pi , Ū − pi

]
,

where
¯
U − pi ≡ µ− c − pi and Ū − pi ≡

µ−c
µ − pi . The lower bound is induced by any Bayes-

plausible distribution whose support is entirely (weakly) above
¯
U , one of which is the

degenerate distribution at µ (which corresponds to a completely uninformative signal).

1This assumption is standard in the literature and allows us to use the apparatus of Weitzman (1979) to

characterize the search problem in a parsimonious way.
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The upper bound is uniquely induced by the Bayes-plausible distribution supported on

{0,1} (which corresponds to a fully revealing signal). It is not difficult to see that any

intermediate reservation value can be achieved by some Bayes-plausible distribution.2

The reservation value rewards informativeness: for any pair of feasible distributions Fi

and Gi , if Fi is a mean-preserving spread of Gi , then U (Gi ,pi) ≤U (Fi ,pi).

The optimal strategy of the consumer (Pandora’s rule) is as follows.

• Selection rule: If a firm is to be visited and examined, it should be the unvisited

firm with the highest reservation value.

• Stopping rule: Search should be stopped whenever the maximum reservation value

of the unvisited firms is lower than the maximum sampled reward or the outside

option.

It turns out that the consumer’s search problem can be simplified even further. We define

the effective value of firm i to be the random variable

Wi ≡min {xi − pi ,U (Fi ,pi)} ,

where xi −pi ∈ [0,1] is the realized posterior match value minus the price charged by firm

i and Fi ∈F is the distribution over posteriors offered by firm i.

In a remarkable result, Choi, Dai, and Kim (2018) and Armstrong (2017) show that the

consumer purchases from firm i if and only if it has the highest effective value realization,

i.e., Wi = maxj=1,2,...,nWj , and that its effective value exceeds the consumer’s outside op-

tion. Thus, we can reformulate the firms’ competition to a simpler static problem: firms

compete by setting prices and choosing distributions over effective values.

Firm i’s effective value, Wi , has distribution

H (w;Fi ,pi) ≡


Fi (w+ pi) if − pi ≤ w < U (Fi ,pi)

1 if w ≥U (Fi ,pi)
. (2)

A firm’s effective-value distribution must be supported on a subset of
[
−pi , Ū − pi

]
and

have mean µ− c−pi . As noted by Au and Whitmeyer (2023), there are further conditions

this distribution must satisfy (see Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 of Au and Whitmeyer (2023)).

2For instance, by some convex combination of the two distributions above.
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3 Hidden Information

We begin with the case in which prices are posted but information policies are hidden.

Given the collection of posted prices, the consumer forms a conjecture about the dis-

tribution over posteriors F̃i at each firm i. Naturally, the conjecture must be correct in

equilibrium. Based on these posted prices and conjectures, the consumer then uses Pan-

dora’s rule to determine her optimal search protocol. We specify “no signaling what you

don’t know:” any deviation by a firm leaves the consumer’s beliefs about the other firms’

strategies unchanged. Note that it is only here, when information is hidden, that this

specification has bite–when everything is posted (in §4), nothing is hidden so there are

no conjectures to be made.

The following definition is useful in stating the main result of this section.

Definition 3.1. A distribution over posteriors provides useless information if and only

if its support is contained in [
¯
U,1]. Otherwise, we say the distribution provides useful

information.

A distribution with support contained in [
¯
U,1] is useless information because its real-

ization never has any effect on the consumer’s optimal search strategy. If a firm pricing at

pi is expected to provide useless information, its conjectured reservation value is
¯
U − pi .

If this value is negative, the firm is never visited. If this value is non-negative, conditional

on a visit, the consumer must find it sequentially optimal to buy from this firm imme-

diately regardless of the posterior realization. This is because under Pandora’s rule, the

consumer visits firm i if and only if she has no options at hand that are better than firm i’s

reservation value, and she sees no other unvisited firms with a higher reservation value.

In contrast, if a distribution provides useful information, its realization can poten-

tially affect the consumer’s decision. If a firm pricing at pi is expected to offer a signal

F̃i that provides useful information, its conjectured reservation value U
(
F̃i ,pi

)
is strictly

above
¯
U − pi . Moreover, by the reservation-value equation (1), F̃i must assign positive

probability to posteriors strictly above U
(
F̃i ,pi

)
+pi , as well as to posteriors strictly below

¯
U +pi . In the former case, the consumer will stop her search immediately, whereas in the

latter case, she may continue her search journey.
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The main result of this subsection is that when prices are posted but information is

hidden, all firms post a zero price and provide useless information in equilibrium. The

intuition is that firms’ information provision policies do not guide search–instead it is the

consumer’s conjectures about the information provision policies that do–a firm can pro-

vide less information without hurting its position in the consumer’s search order. In fact,

firms have an incentive to assign as much weight as possible to the posterior just above

the consumer’s stopping threshold, resulting in useless information to the consumer–

an “informational Diamond paradox.” But if all firms provide no information, there is no

product differentiation. As prices guide search, competition reduces to standard Bertrand

competition; and, hence, the marginal cost pricing outcome.

The following lemma is key to the main result stated above.

Lemma 3.2. When information is hidden, in any symmetric equilibrium, firms provide useless

information and the consumer visits only one firm.

The logic of the lemma is explained below. It is immediate that the consumer makes

at least one visit in equilibrium–otherwise, a firm can profitably deviate to price below
¯
U

to secure a visit and sale. Consider two possibilities concerning the equilibrium expected

profit–whether it is positive or zero. In the case of positive profit, positive prices must be

charged with probability one. In particular, suppose price pi > 0 and distribution Fi is

on the support of the firms’ (possibly mixed) equilibrium strategy. Given Pandora’s rule,

whenever the firm is able to realize a posterior no less than U (Fi ,pi) + pi , it can convert

all visits to sales. The firm’s payoff function (per consumer visit) in the realized posterior

xi is, thus, equal to pi (the highest possible level) for all xi ≥U (Fi ,pi) + pi .

Therefore, if the prior match value µ < U (Fi ,pi) + pi , the firm’s optimal signal is sup-

ported on [0,U (Fi ,pi) + pi]. The reservation-value equation (1) implies that the actual

reservation value of firm i is strictly below U (Fi ,pi), a contradiction. If µ ≥ U (Fi ,pi) + pi ,

the optimal signal must ensure the consumer stops and buys with probability one (for

instance, those supported on [U (Fi ,pi) + pi ,1] meaning that it is useless information). In

equilibrium, the consumers’ belief about the firm’s hidden information policy must be

correct. Consequently, she anticipates no useful information from any firm, and never
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visits more than one firm.

Consider next the case of zero equilibrium profit, in which case every firm posts a

zero price. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that with positive probability, some

signal with a reservation value strictly above
¯
U is offered in equilibrium.3 As poste-

riors strictly below
¯
U are realized with a positive probability, there exists a profitable

deviation–a (small) positive price may still yield strictly positive sales. To see this, sup-

pose the equilibrium has each firm realizing posteriors strictly below
¯
U − ε with some

positive probability δ. Then if an individual firm deviates to price at ε/2, its expected

profit is strictly positive. This is because even if the consumer entertains the worst possi-

ble belief about the information offered by the deviating firm, the conjectured reservation

value of the firm is still strictly above
¯
U −ε, so the consumer is willing to visit it after ob-

serving posteriors below
¯
U −ε at all the other firms, which is an event with probability at

least δn−1 by hypothesis. Moreover, the deviating firm can guarantee a positive expected

profit conditional on the consumer’s visit by, say, offering no information. Therefore, the

only possible equilibrium in this case has all firms offering useless information. For the

same reason as the case above, the consumer makes one and only one visit.

As no firm provides useful information, competition reduces to plain vanilla undif-

ferentiated Bertrand competition, in which the unique equilibrium outcome is to price at

marginal cost, which in this case is 0. Consequently, a symmetric equilibrium necessarily

has all firms pricing at 0 and providing useless information. It can be readily verified that

this strategy indeed constitutes a symmetric equilibrium, which yields

Proposition 3.3. When information is hidden, there is a(n essentially)4 unique symmetric

equilibrium. In it, firms provide useless information and charge price p = 0. The consumer

stops and buys from the first visited firm.

Proof. It is easy to sustain the strategy described as an equilibrium. Upon seeing a strictly

positive price by a firm (which is a deviation), the consumer conjectures that it provides

3This allows for the possibility that the firm plays a mixed strategy in distributions over posteriors.

4The distribution over effective values in any symmetric equilibrium is degenerate and the equilibrium

price equals firms’ marginal cost, which is 0. Any randomization over actual values supported entirely

above µ− c yields this effective-value distribution and all are behaviorally equivalent.
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no information. The deviator is never visited, so its profit remains 0. There are obviously

no profitable deviations to other distributions given the market price of 0.

Uniqueness is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2 As the equilibrium necessar-

ily has all firms supplying useless information and the consumer visiting only one firm,

only the firm(s) with the lowest posted price will be visited. Every nondegenerate price

distribution is suboptimal as prices close to the supremum of the support yield profit

arbitrarily close to 0. The standard logic of Bertrand competition of undifferentiated

products then implies the only equilibrium price is 0. ■

3.1 No Posting = No Commitment

This paper inhabits the Bayesian-persuasion paradigm (Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011)),

in which information designers have the power to commit to information policies. What

if the firms did not have this commitment power, but were instead privately informed

and could only transfer information via cheap talk? It turns out that when information

is hidden, it makes no difference whether firms can commit to information policies at all.

That is, with search frictions, the inability to post information policies is equivalent to

the inability to commit to information policies.

More formally, suppose that each firm is ex ante informed about the match value of its

product.5 As before, firms simultaneously set prices, which guide search. However, now

each firm of each type chooses a distribution over messages, the realization of which is

revealed to the consumer upon visiting that firm.

Proposition 3.4. When communication is via cheap-talk, there is a(n essentially) unique sym-

metric equilibrium. In it, firms provide useless information and charge price p = 0.

Proof. Consider first the case of positive equilibrium profit. Given a positive price is

charged, it is immediate the only continuation equilibrium in the communication sub-

game (conditional on visit) is babbling – the sender’s incentive compatibility implies that

every type pools to the message with the highest probability of sales.

5When all communication is via cheap talk, it makes no difference how informed firms are about their

match values.
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The case of zero equilibrium profit is similar to that analyzed in Lemma 3.2. If use-

ful information were communicated with positive probability, a profitable deviation to

a positive price necessarily exists. Note here the communication may not be complete

babbling but it must be so uninformative that the consumer never finds it worthwhile to

search beyond the first visited firm.

Via the same logic explained in Proposition 3.3, it is easy to sustain zero price and

useless information as an equilibrium. ■

4 Posted Information

This section considers the case in which both the prices and the information policies are

posted, so the consumer’s search is directed by both. As explained in §2.1, the consumer

eventually purchases from the consumer with the highest effective value, so the compe-

tition between firms can be viewed as the competition over effective values. Specifically,

each firm’s objective is to maximize the probability that its effective value realization is

the highest among all the n firms (as well as above the consumer’s outside option). In this

competition, a typical strategy of firm i takes the form

σi ≡ (Φi , {Hi (·;p) : p ∈ supp(Φi)}) ,

where Φi ∈ ∆ [0,1] is firm i’s price distribution, and Hi (w;p) is the effective-value dis-

tribution induced by the firm’s signal strategy (possibly mixed) conditional on price

p ∈ supp(Φi). The effective value distribution induced by the firm’s strategy σi is, thus,∫ 1
0
Hi (w;p)dΦi (p).

In contrast to the hidden information case, the equilibrium profit must be positive

when information is also posted. A firm can guarantee itself a strictly positive expected

profit by, e.g., pricing at Ū−
¯
U

2 > 0 and offering full information. This produces reservation

value Ū−
¯
U

2 , which allows the firm to secure a sale with positive probability and, hence, a

positive profit (recall the mean of the effective value distribution is at most
¯
U ).

Another major difference from the hidden information case is that it is almost always

a bad idea to offer no information when posting information is an option. Intuitively,
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giving up the power of using one’s information policy to attract the consumer is very

costly.

Lemma 4.1. When firms post both information policies and prices, a strategy consisting of no

information is weakly dominated. The domination is strict unless its price is degenerate at
¯
U .

Proof. Appendix A.2 contains the proof of this result. ■

The next two lemmas elucidate some crucial properties of the equilibrium demand

function, in effective value, facing an individual firm.

Lemma 4.2. In a symmetric equilibrium (Φ ,H), the implied effective-value distribution has

no atom over
[
0, Ū

]
.

Proof. Effective value Ū is clearly suboptimal when price is a choice variable as it can

be generated only by a zero price coupled with full disclosure, which yields zero profit.

Lemma 4.1 of Au and Whitmeyer (2023) rules out any interior atom over
(
0, Ū

)
in the

case of exogenous price by showing that if there is an interior atom, firms would have

a profitable deviation to spread the weight at the atom to its neighborhood in a mean-

preserving manner. The same logic is clearly applicable here. Note that when price is

also a choice variable, the minimum possible effective value is no longer 0. As effective

value 0 is also an interior value, the aforementioned lemma is also applicable here. ■

If other firms adopt strategy (Φ , {H (·;p) : p ∈ supp(Φ)}) with an effective value dis-

tribution that is continuous over
[
0, Ū

]
, the (expected) demand function D (w;Φ ,H) in

effective value facing firm i is also continuous over
[
0, Ū

]
and is given by

D (w;Φ ,H) =


0, if w < 0[∫ 1

0
H (w;p)dΦ (p)

]n−1
if w ≥ 0 .

Firm i’s profit from strategy σi is given by∫ 1

0
p

∫ Ū−p

¯
U−p

D (w;Φ ,H)dHi (w;p)

dΦi (p) .

Our next lemma states that the equilibrium demand function must be well-behaved.

Defining d̄ ≡ sup
{
w ∈ (0, Ū ] :

∫ 1
0
H (w;p)dΦ (p) < 1

}
,
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Lemma 4.3. In a symmetric equilibrium (Φ ,H), the demand function in effective value D (w;Φ ,H)

is continuous over
[
0, Ū

]
and strictly increasing over

[
0, d̄

]
. Moreover, D (0;Φ ,H) > 0.

Proof. Please see Appendix A.3. ■

In addition to the continuity and strict monotonicity, the equilibrium demand is pos-

itive at effective value 0. This arises when there is a positive probability that all other

firms realize posteriors below the prices they charge.

The next lemma establishes that when the demand function has these properties, an

optimal signal takes a simple form: either it provides full information or it provides no

information.

Lemma 4.4. Consider a demand function in effective values satisfying the properties in Lemma

4.3. The information policy in the optimal strategy can only be either full information or no

information. Moreover, there is always an optimal strategy involving full information. No

information can emerge in the optimal strategy only if used in conjunction with price
¯
U .

Proof. Please refer to Appendix A.4. ■

The intuition of the lemma is as follows. Fix a price temporarily and we are back

to the setting of Au and Whitmeyer (2023). There, we show that fixing the reservation

value, the optimal effective-value distribution assigns a positive mass to that reservation

value (fixed persuasion budget) and the residual mass to posteriors below according to

the concavification of the payoff function in effective value (flexible persuasion budget).

As such, an optimal effective-value distribution can be constructed with at most a ternary

support. Moreover, restricted to this ternary support of the optimal distribution, the

demand is concave. The concavity implies that the firm can increase its expected demand

if it can further contract the support to binary values in a mean-preserving way.

In the proof of Lemma 4.4, we detail how this can be achieved by a reduction in

the reservation value accompanied by a price adjustment. We further exploit the con-

cavification of the demand to show that the optimal profit can be attained by effective

value distribution supported on {−p,w}, where p is the charged price and w is the reser-

vation value. If the demand at w is D (w), the profit of this class of strategy is simply
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p × [
¯
U/ (w+ p)] ×D (w), which is strictly increasing in p. In order to maintain the reser-

vation value at w, more information needs to be provided to make up for the price hike.

This implies the optimality of full information, in conjunction with the highest price that

is consistent with w being the reservation value, i.e., Ū −w. No information used in con-

junction with price
¯
U can arise as an optimal solution only when the demand function

happens to have full information and price
¯
U as an optimal solution, as the two strategies

yield identical profit.

An immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 is that the only possible informa-

tion policies in a symmetric equilibrium are full information and no information. Recall that

Lemma 4.1 shows that no information is strictly dominated except for the case of pricing

at
¯
U . However, we cannot have every firm assigning a positive probability to price

¯
U

and no information in equilibrium, as it implies an atom at 0 in the equilibrium effective

value distribution, contradicting Lemma 4.2. As a result, in a symmetric equilibrium, full

information must be chosen almost surely.

In the remainder of this section, we explicitly construct the unique symmetric equi-

librium. It remains to identify the price distribution that is a mutual best response for

firms under full information.

For a firm adopting full information and price distribution Φ with support contained

in
[
0, Ū

]
,6 its implied effective value distribution is

H (w) =


(1−µ)

[
1−Φ

(
Ū −w

)]
if w < 0

(1−µ) +µ
[
1−Φ

(
Ū −w

)]
if w ≥ 0.

If all but firm i adopts this strategy, the demand facing firm i is given by

D (w) =


0 if w < 0[
1−µΦ

(
Ū −w

)]n−1
if w ≥ 0.

Therefore, by pricing at p ∈
[
0, Ū

]
and full information, firm i’s profit is pµD

(
Ū − p

)
.

Following standard arguments, if Φ is an equilibrium price distribution, then all

prices on its support must yield the same profit to an individual firm. Moreover, the

6It is immediate that prices above Ū yield zero profit for sure and are never chosen.
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maximum of its support must be Ū . These observations allow us to pin down Φ at

Φ (p) =
1
µ
−

1−µ
µ

(
Ū
p

) 1
n−1

, with support
[
(1−µ)n−1 Ū , Ū

]
. (3)

It is straightforward to verify that the demand function implied by (3) indeed sat-

isfies all the properties in Lemma 4.3. As such, full information is indeed the optimal

information policy for each individual firm.

Proposition 4.5. When both information and prices are posted, there is a unique symmetric

equilibrium. In it, firms provide full information and randomize over prices according to (3).

4.1 Alternate Sufficiency Argument for Proposition 4.5

It is possible to prove that the unique symmetric equilibrium specified in Proposition

4.5 is an equilibrium through a simple direct argument. Indeed, we make the ansatz

that there is an equilibrium in which firms provide full information, then solve for the

pricing-only game, which generates the equilibrium distribution specified in (3). From

there, it remains to check double-deviations to alternate price-distribution combinations.

It suffices to fix an arbitrary price, then solve for optimal distribution over posterior

effective values. In principle, this is quite difficult: not all Bayes-plausible distributions

over effective values are feasible (as explained in Au and Whitmeyer (2023)). However,

we can solve for the optimal distribution by ignoring the feasibility constraint, solving

for the (possibly infeasible) optimal effective value distribution via straightforward con-

cavification (Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011)), then checking to see whether the resulting

distribution is, indeed, feasible.

There are two possible regions of prices to check. The first is when the price is in

the interval
[
(1−µ)n−1 Ū , Ū

]
. In that case, the firm’s payoff as a function of the realized

effective value w is

Π (w) =


0, −p ≤ w < 0

p (1−µ)n−1
(

µ−c
µ−c−µw

)
, 0 ≤ w ≤ Ū − p .

It is easy to see that the line

t(w) = (1−µ)n−1w+ (1−µ)n−1p ,
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Figure 1: Payoff as a function of the realized effective value (Black) and its Concavification

(Orange) for a fixed price.

lies weakly above Π on
[
−p,Ū − p

]
and intersects Π at the three points

{
−p,0, Ū − p

}
. The

full information distribution is supported on effective values −p and Ū −p and is feasible,

so it is optimal. Figure 1 illustrates a potential deviator’s payoff as a function of the

realized effective value for the (boundary) price of p = (1−µ)n−1 Ū (when n = 2).

The other case is when p < (1−µ)n−1 Ū . In that instance, we can proceed in a similar

manner and verify that the firm’s payoff is bounded above by the equilibrium payoff of

Ūµ (1−µ)n−1.

4.2 To Post or Not to Post

So far in this section, we restrict attention to the setting in which firms are "exogenously

required" to post their information policies. Suppose instead firms are free to choose

whether to post their information policies or not. Is it in their interests to post and com-

mit to their information policies at the outset?

In this alternative setting, a typical strategy of a firm includes not only the posted price

and signal, but also whether the signal is posted or not. Focusing again on symmetric

equilibrium, the following corollary states that the unique symmetric equilibrium has

all firms posting their signals and hence the outcome effectively coincides with that of
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Proposition 4.5.

Corollary 4.6. Suppose firms can choose whether to post their signals or not. In the unique

symmetric equilibrium, every firm posts full information and randomizes over prices according

to (3).

By the argument in Lemma 3.2, any firm that charges a positive price and chooses to

hide the information policy is believed to provide useless information. Consequently, any

firm that refuses to post its signal has effectively chosen to provide useless information.

By Lemma 4.4, this is optimal for a firm only if price
¯
U is charged. However, the symmet-

ric equilibrium cannot have firms assigning a strictly positive probability at price
¯
U as it

implies an atom in the equilibrium effective value distribution. Consequently, by Lemma

4.4 again, the symmetric equilibrium must have every firm posting full information al-

most surely.

5 Comparative Statics

§3 reveals that when information is hidden, each firm obtains zero profit. The consumer’s

welfare is simply µ − c. As noted in §4, when information is posted, each firm obtains a

profit of

Ū ×µ× (1−µ)n−1︸     ︷︷     ︸
Demand at effective value 0

= (µ− c) (1−µ)n−1 .

The consumer’s welfare is given by the expected maximum effective value. By straight-

forward computation, it is given by

uP I (n) ≡
µ− c
µ

(
1−nµ (1−µ)n−1 − (1−µ)n

)
.

It is clear that the firms always strictly prefer the posted information setting (a posi-

tive number is bigger than 0). Information posting allows firms to overcome the "infor-

mational Diamond paradox," thus activating product differentiation in the market. With

product differentiation, a firm can secure a positive expected profit, as there is always a

chance that its product is the only one that can match the consumer’s preference.
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The consumer’s welfare is, however, less clear-cut. In the posted information setting,

the consumer has access to full information on all products, allowing her to find a product

that matches well with her preference. However, the product differentiation produces

milder price competition, so she has to pay a higher price. Whether the benefit of better

information can outweigh the cost of higher prices depends on the number of firms in the

market. When there are few firms in the market, the benefit of full information is limited

(as she is not likely to find a well-matched product), whereas the cost of higher prices is

significant (as price competition is mild). In this case, the consumer’s welfare is hurt by

information posting. However, when there are many firms in the market, the benefit of

full information is huge (as she is likely to find a well-matched product), whereas the cost

of higher price is limited (as price competition is intense). In this case, the consumer can

strictly gain from information posting.

Proposition 5.1. Given prices are posted, consumers benefit from information posting if and

only if the number of firms is sufficiently large.

Proof. See Appendix A.5. ■

6 Discussion

We show in this paper that consumers may be better off if firms can only guide search

through their prices and not through the information they promise to provide. With hid-

den information, firms provide no information and there is no search. Nevertheless, the

corresponding lack of product differentiation engenders fierce price competition. When

the market is thin, this is to consumers’ benefits, even though the probability of con-

sumers obtaining a high match value is the lowest possible.

Going forward, a natural question is whether these results can be generalized to other

match-value distributions, in particular the case in which the distribution possesses a

density. With hidden information, it is straightforward to see that our result persists:

firms provide no useful information and price at marginal cost (0).7 Things are much

7None of the arguments for the results of §3 rely on the binary distribution over match values. The
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more difficult with posted information. In particular, even characterizing the equilib-

rium distribution over prices for a particular conjectured match value distribution is a

challenge, since firms necessarily mix.8 From there, one must then check whether there

are no double deviations by firms.
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A Omitted Proofs

A.1 Lemma 3.2 Proof

Proof. It is obvious that there can be no equilibria in which the consumer does not search

with a probability greater than 0. A distribution and price in support of a firm’s mixed

strategy that is followed by no search with strictly positive probability necessarily induce

a reservation value that is strictly less than 0. Consequently, a firm could always deviate

profitably by instead charging a very low but positive price and providing no information.

It suffices to show that in any symmetric equilibrium, firms provide useless informa-

tion with probability 1, as by the definition of useless information, the consumer neces-

sarily stops her search and buys from any visited firm.

Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there exists a symmetric equilibrium in

which useful information is provided with a strictly positive probability. By the defi-

nition of useful information, the consumer searches more than one firm with a positive

probability.

There are two possibilities, either firms make strictly positive profits or they make

zero profits.

Case 1. Strictly positive profits. By assumption, for each firm i, there exists a price,

conjectured distribution pair
(
pi , F̃i

)
in support of its mixed strategy, with pi > 0, such

that if firm i chooses
(
pi , F̃i

)
,

1. Firm i is visited with strictly positive probability;
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2. Firm i’s induced reservation value satisfies Ũi > ¯
U −pi (as the information contained

in tildeFi is useful) and Ũi ≥ 0 (as firm i is visited); and

3. F̃i places strictly positive probability on posteriors x at which the consumer pur-

chases from firm i with probability that is strictly less than 1, conditional on visit-

ing firm i (again as the information is useful). Denote this set of posteriors X̃, and

note that X̃ ⊆
[
0, Ũi + pi

)
.

By the reservation value formula, F̃i
(
Ũ + pi

)
< 1, and by assumption F̃i

(
sup X̃

)
> 0. Im-

mediately we see that firm i can strictly improve her payoff by pooling the beliefs lying

strictly above Ũi +pi with a subset of X̃ on which F̃ places strictly positive probability. In

principle, we could try to “punish” firm i by altering tie-breaks at beliefs x < Ũi + pi in

the other firms’ favor. However, this is inconsequential: firm i can preserve any favorable

tie-breaks at beliefs x < Ũi + pi by increasing any such belief by ε > 0 (small) by averag-

ing them with a collection of beliefs strictly above Ũi + pi on which F̃i places vanishingly

small probability.

Consequently, a symmetric equilibrium necessarily has F̃i
(
sup X̃

)
= 0, and the pos-

terior realizations have no effect on the consumer’s purchase decision. The information

contained in the signal is thus necessarily useless.

Case 2. Zero profits. Consider next symmetric equilibrium in which firms earn zero

profit. This requires all firms pricing at 0) with probability 1. In order that any deviation

to a positive price is unprofitable, it is necessary that for all pi > 0, firm i is visited with

probability 0, for otherwise it could secure a positive expected demand and hence a posi-

tive profit (say by full information). As the consumer’s belief about the reservation value

of firm i is at least
¯
U − pi , firm i is never visited only if the effective value realization of

firms other than firm i is no less than
¯
U − pi with probability 1. As pi can be vanishingly

small, this implies the effective value realization of firms other than firm i is no less than

¯
U with probability 1. It is thus necessary that these firms charge a zero price and provide

useless information. By "no signaling what you don’t know," the same is true if firm i

follows the equilibrium strategy to price at 0. ■
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A.2 Lemma 4.1 Proof

Proof. The effective-value distributions induced by other firms’ strategies σ−i define a

demand function, denoted by Di (w;σ−i), for firm i in the effective value w she generates.

This demand function specifies the expected probability of winning the effective value

competition when firm i realizes w and other firms play strategies σ−i . It is immediate

that D (w;σ−i) = 0 for all w < 0 and for all σ−i , as the consumer has an outside option of

zero.

Take any arbitrary strategy σ−i of the other firms. Firm i prices at p and provides

no information (i.e., Hi (·;p) is degenerate at
¯
U − p), and its expected profit is, therefore,

p ×D (
¯
U − p;σ−i). This profit is zero if p >

¯
U , so the strategy is clearly strictly dominated

(by say full information and price at Ū−
¯
U

2 ). Let’s focus on p ≤
¯
U .

Suppose, instead, firm i provides full information and prices at p′ ≡ Ū −
¯
U + p. This

yields the expected profit

p′ ×µ×D
(
Ū − p′;σ−i

)
=

(
Ū −

¯
U + p

)
µ×D (

¯
U − p;σ−i)

= [p+ (1−µ) (
¯
U − p)]×D (

¯
U − p;σ−i)

≥ pD (
¯
U − p;σ−i) ,

where the inequality is strict whenever p =
¯
U .

Consequently, the strategy with no information and a price distribution Φi ∈ ∆ [0,1]

that does not assign probability one to
¯
U is strictly dominated by the strategy with price

distribution Φi

(
p −

(
Ū −

¯
U

))
and full information. The domination is weak if Φi is de-

generate at
¯
U . We do not obtain strict domination because there exists σ−i such that no

information and pricing at
¯
U is a best response for firm i. ■

A.3 Lemma 4.3 Proof

Proof. The continuity of the equilibrium demand function follows from the continuity of

the equilibrium effective-value distribution chosen by the firms.

Suppose
¯
d ≡ min {w : D (w;Φ ,H) > 0} is strictly positive. As D (w;Φ ,H) is continuous

at
¯
d, it is locally convex at

¯
d, i.e., there is a neighborhood of

¯
d such that D (w;Φ ,H) lies
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strictly below its concavification. Hence it is suboptimal to assign any positive weight on

this neighborhood, contradicting the definition of
¯
d. Therefore,

¯
d = 0.

Next, recall that the equilibrium profit and, hence, prices are positive. For any p ∈

supp(Φ), the possible range of effective values,
[
−p,Ū − p

]
, contains 0. As D (w;Φ ,H) = 0

for all w ≤ 0, if D (0;Φ ,H) = 0, then the demand is locally convex at 0, and assigning

weight in some neighborhood of 0 is suboptimal, which again is a contradiction.

It is immediate that D (w;Φ ,H) is weakly increasing over
[
0, d̄

]
. If the demand contains

any flat segment, then it contains some maximal flat segment, say nonempty interval

[a,b] ⊂
[
0, d̄

]
, such that D (a;Φ ,H) = D (b;Φ ,H) and

D (a− ε;Φ ,H) < D (a;Φ ,H) = D (b;Φ ,H) < D (b+ ε;Φ ,H) ,

for any ε > 0. However, the demand function is locally convex at b, contradicting the

maximality of the flat segment. ■

A.4 Lemma 4.4 Proof

Proof. Let D (w) be the demand function facing an individual firm in its realized effective

value w. The existence of the best response follows from the continuity of the continuity

of the objective and the compactness of the strategy space. Denote by Π∗ the optimal

profit.

Claim A.1. The optimal profit Π∗ can be attained by an effective-value distribution with a

support of no more than 2 values.

Proof. As shown in §3.3.1 in Au and Whitmeyer (2023), when the price is fixed, there is an

optimal effective-value distribution with support on no more than 3 values. It is therefore

without loss to suppose an optimal strategy when firms can choose price consists of a

price p∗ and an effective-value distribution H ∗ supported on {w0,w1,w2} ⊂
[
−p∗, Ū − p∗

]
.

If {w0,w1,w2} are not distinct, we are done, so suppose w0 < w1 < w2. Note that w2,

the maximum effective value on the support, corresponds to the reservation value of the

firm’s signal. Moreover, the weight assigned to the respective effective values are

H ∗ (w0) =
(
1− c

1− (w2 + p∗)

)
×
w1 − ap∗ (w2)

w1 −w0
,
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H ∗ (w1)−H ∗ (w0) =
(
1− c

1− (w2 + p∗)

)
×
ap∗ (w2)−w0

w1 −w0
,

and

H ∗ (w2)−H ∗ (w1) =
c

1− (w2 + p∗)
,

where

ap∗ :
[
¯
U − p∗, Ū − p∗

]
→ [−p∗,

¯
U − p∗]

w2 7→ap∗
(µ− c − p∗) [1− (w2 + p∗)]− cw2

1− (w2 + p∗)− c

Consequently, the optimal profit Π∗ is given by

Π∗ ≡ p∗×
[(

1− c
1− (w2 + p∗)

)[
w1 − ap∗ (w2)

w1 −w0
D (w0) +

ap∗ (w2)−w0

w1 −w0
D (w1)

]
+

c
1− (w2 + p∗)

D (w2)
]

.

Furthermore, it is without loss to suppose that on the graph of the demand function,

{(w0,D (w0)) , (w1,D (w1)) , (w2,D (w2))} do not lie on a straight line. If this were not the

case, an effective-value distribution supported on {w0,w2} coupled with price p∗ would

already generate the optimal profit Π∗, so we are done.

We consider the two cases in turn: 1. w0 ≥ 0 and 2. w0 < 0.

Case 1. w0 ≥ 0. This implies D (w0) > 0, and as {(w0,D (w0)) , (w1,D (w1)) , (w2,D (w2))}

do not lie on a straight line,

D (w2)
w2 + p∗

<
D (w1)
w1 + p∗

≤ D (w0)
w0 + p∗

.

Using this inequality, the optimal profit Π∗ must be strictly less than

p∗ ×
(
1− c

1− (w2 + p∗)

)(
w1 − ap∗ (w2)

w1 −w0
D (w0) +

ap∗ (w2)−w0

w1 −w0

w1 + p∗

w0 + p∗
D (w0)

)
+ p∗ ×

(
c

1− (w2 + p∗)
w1 + p∗

w0 + p∗
D (w0)

)
= p∗ ×

µ− c
p∗ +w0

D (w0) .

If w0 ≥ ¯
U −p∗, this is the profit the firm can secure by offering price p∗ coupled with a

binary effective-value distribution supported on {−p∗,w0}. If w0 < ¯
U − p∗, then

Π∗ < p∗ ×
µ− c

p∗ +w0
D (w0) =

(
(µ− c −w0)−w0

µ− c − p∗ −w0

p∗ +w0

)
D (w0) < (µ− c −w0)D (w0) ,
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where the last expression is the profit that the firm can secure by offering price µ− c −w0

coupled with an effective-value distribution degenerate at w0 (i.e., no information). Both

scenarios contradict the optimality of Π∗.

Case 2. w0 < 0. As D (w) = 0 for all w < 0 and D (0) > 0, H ∗ is optimal only if w0 = −p∗.

Moreover, D (w0) = 0, and the non-collinearity of {(w0,D (w0)) , (w1,D (w1)) , (w2,D (w2))}

implies
D (w2)
w2 + p∗

<
D (w1)
w1 + p∗

.

Using this inequality and following steps similar to the above,

Π∗ = p∗ ×
[(

1− c
1− (w2 + p∗)

)
ap∗ (w2) + p∗

w1 + p∗
D (w1) +

c
1− (w2 + p∗)

D (w2)
]
< p∗ ×

µ− c
p∗ +w1

D (w1) .

If w1 ≥ ¯
U −p∗, the last expression is the profit that the firm can secure by offering price

p∗ coupled with a binary effective-value distribution supported on {−p∗,w1}. If w1 < ¯
U−p∗,

Π∗ < p∗ ×
µ− c

p∗ +w1
D (w1) =

(
(µ− c −w1)−w1

µ− c − p∗ −w1

p∗ +w1

)
D (w1) < (µ− c −w1)D (w1) ,

which is the profit that the firm can secure by offering price µ − c − w1 coupled with

an effective-value distribution degenerate at w1 (i.e., no information). Both scenarios

contradict the optimality of Π∗. ■

Suppose the optimal profit Π∗ can be attained by price p∗ and an effective-value dis-

tribution H ∗ supported on {w0,w2}. It remains to show that if H ∗ is not degenerate, i.e., if

w0 < w2, then it must have w0 = −p∗ and w2 = Ū − p∗.

Suppose H ∗ is not degenerate. Then w0 < µ− c−p∗ < w2, as the mean of H ∗ is µ− c−p∗.

We first show that an effective-value distribution supported on {−p∗,w2} together with

price p∗ can also attain Π∗.

Suppose the effective-value distribution supported on {−p∗,w2} does not yield the op-

timal profit. Then it is necessary that w0 > 0 and D (w0) > 0. Moreover,

D (w2)
w2 + p∗

<
D (w0)
w0 + p∗

,

for otherwise the effective value distribution supported on {−p∗,w2} already yields a strictly

higher profit than that supported on {w0,w2}. Using this inequality, the optimal profit can
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be bounded as follows.

Π∗ = p∗ ×
[
w2 − (µ− c − p∗)

w2 −w0
D (w0) +

(µ− c − p∗)−w0

w2 −w0
D (w2)

]
< p∗ ×

[
w2 − (µ− c − p∗)

w2 −w0
+

(µ− c − p∗)−w0

w2 −w0

w2 + p∗

w0 + p∗

]
D (w0)

= p∗ ×
µ− c

p∗ +w0
D (w0)

=
(
(µ− c −w0)−w0

µ− c − p∗ −w0

p∗ +w0

)
D (w0) < (µ− c −w0)D (w0) ,

which is the profit that the firm can secure by offering price µ − c −w0 coupled with an

effective-value distribution degenerate at w0 (i.e., no information). This contradicts the

optimality of Π∗.

Finally, we show that w2 = Ū − p∗, i.e., H ∗ provides full information. Suppose to the

contrary that w2 < Ū − p∗. The optimal profit is

Π∗ = p∗ ×
µ− c

w2 + p∗
D (w2) .

As w2 < Ū −p∗, the firm can raise the price to some p′ > p∗ while maintaining the support

of the effective value distribution at {−p′,w2}. The resulting profit is

p′ ×
µ− c

w2 + p′
D (w2) > p∗ ×

µ− c
w2 + p∗

D (w2) = Π∗,

contradicting the optimality of Π∗. ■

A.5 Proposition 5.1 Proof

Proof. The consumer’s welfare under perfect information uP I (n) is increasing in n, as

duP I (n)
dn

= −
µ− c
µ

(1−µ)n−1 [µ+ (1−µ+nµ) ln(1−µ)]

≥ −
µ− c
µ

(1−µ)n−1 [µ+ (1−µ+ 2µ) ln(1−µ)]

= −
µ− c
µ

(1−µ)n−1 [µ+ (1 +µ) ln(1−µ)]

> 0,

where the last inequality follows from the fact that the term [µ+ (1 +µ) ln(1−µ)] is de-

creasing in µ and equals 0 at µ = 0. The proposition follows by noting that uP I (2) =

µ (µ− c) < µ− c and limn→∞uP I (n) = µ−c
µ > µ− c. ■
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